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By JEN KING

T he financial services industry has found itself under mounting pressure to yield immediate investment results as
consumer behavior continues to gravitate toward instant gratification.

From shopping at a beauty counter to booking a five-star hotel property stay, consumers' demand for personalized
attention and instantaneous results is growing, and artificial intelligence has emerged as a popular response. But,
for the financial sector, which relies heavily on a one-on-one personal relationship to invest an affluent's wealth, the
technology is poised to disrupt the traditional role of a financial advisor.
"Our hypothesis is that automated investing will bring new investors to the table, and not necessarily replace the
advisor," said Chandler Mount, vice president of business development for YouGov's Affluent Perspective team,
Cheshire, CT . "By simplifying the process for consumers we expect more first time investors will be willing to enter
the market.
"T his boom will likely impact the non-affluent population more so than the affluent," he said. "We expect that affluent
consumers, and high-net-worth investors, in particular, will continue to see value in having a financial advisor who
demonstrate commitment in helping their clients reach their goals."
In the ninth installment of the Affluent Perspective Global Study 2017 report, YouGov examined the how artificial
intelligence is affecting financial advisors' relationship with high-net-worth clientele.
AI guidance
Based on its research, YouGov found that 58 percent of affluents expect investments to show positive results quickly,
despite the current market being low-growth.
Also, as wealthy investors demand instant gratification, four in 10, or 41 percent, of affluents no longer see the value
in hiring a financial advisor.
T hese two factors combined, the desire for immediate results and perceived value, has resulted in one in five
affluents using an automated investment service, or "robo investing" powered by artificial intelligence.
Wealthy millennials are driving this change in behavior, with 36 percent currently relying on robo investing services

to invest compared to only 19 percent of total affluents surveyed. For millennials, many of whom are near digitalnatives, online tools have shaped their lives, from the most mundane tasks to managing their wealth.
Even if an affluent does not rely on robo investing platforms, the shift in behavior is being acknowledged, with 61
percent of YouGov survey respondents agreeing that the financial services industry is headed in the direction of
artificial intelligence.
Artificial intelligence's place in investment is on pace to become an industry standard in the future.
Per YouGov, 61 percent of affluents strongly or somewhat agree that computer-automated investment is the way of
the future. In 2016, 58 percent shared the same outlook for financial service's direction.

Computer-automated investment will become the industry standard in time. Image credit: YouGov
T wenty-three percent of affluents surveyed said that they are likely to use robo investing in the future.
While artificial intelligence will certainly disrupt financial advisors' roles going forward, the opportunity to adapt to
shifts in consumer behavior and embrace new technologies remains.
For advisors who rely on traditional practices, incorporating robo investing may be attractive to current and
prospective wealthy clients interested in these services.
YouGov suggests that if financial advisors include artificial intelligence touchpoints they will be able to improve
efficiency. T his will then free up time for advisors to interact with and educate clients how to use robo investing
programs.
Similar to other sectors, a one-on-one relationship cannot be replicated or replaced by a computer.
"T he fallout from the recession facing financial advisors to affluent families was a loss of trust," YouGov's Mr.
Mount said. "Few advisors were free and clear from loss back in 2007-2009.
"What made the difference was whether or not they made their client feel like someone was watching out for them,"
he said. "T hey communicated and placed the client's needs above their own.
"T he data shows us there is a lot of repair needed for the industry. It is too soon to tell though if this same sense of
trust is being transferred to AI investing."
T omorrow's money
YouGov's Affluent Perspective Global Study 2017 also found that 84 percent of affluents agree that they want their
heirs to carefully manage their inheritance. For financial advisors, this point is important to consider as their role
evolves to become guiding investments assisted by artificial intelligence.
Wealth transfer is a necessary discussion for affluent families, but according to Bank of America's U.S. T rust,
generational conflicts are brewing among young and old high-net-worth individuals.
T he increasing longevity of human life is unsettling traditional notions of responsibility among high-net-worth
families, according to a June 2017 report from U.S. T rust.
U.S. T rust surveyed 800 high-net-worth families and noted some stark changes and disagreements between young
wealthy individuals and older ones. T hese conflicts mainly took the form of what kind of investments they are

interested in, their attitudes toward charitable giving and the new problem of multiple generations competing for the
same jobs (see story).
Even if the role of a financial advisor evolves to exclusively include artificial intelligence guided by a professional,
the perceived value of enlisting an individual to advise on matters of wealth for high-net-worth Generations X, Y and
Z must be based on honesty and transparency (see story).
"Millennials are the first digital generation so it only makes sense that they are strong adopters of robo investing,"
YouGov's Mr. Mount said. "T he technology promises speed and convenience which are highly valued benefits for
busy people.
"As a generation of consumers, millennials are typically the least experienced with sound investing, thoughto be
sure some are very experienced and very savvy and by outsourcing the decision making to an algorithm that burden
is lightened," he said.
"Millennials are adopting the technology faster than older generationsbut there is some activity among Gen Xers and
boomers."
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